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INTRODUCTION
This biennial report on bridge inspection quality assurance is submitted by the Commissioner of the
Minnesota Department of Transportation in response to the requirements specified in Minnesota
Statute, Section 165.03, Subdivision 8.
The estimated costs associated with the preparation of this report include the following:
Staff time

$8,000

Minnesota Statute 165.03 Subdivision 8 – Biennial Report on Bridge
Inspection Quality Assurance
By February 1 of each odd‐numbered year, the commissioner shall submit a report electronically to the
members of the Senate and House of Representatives committees with jurisdiction over transportation
policy and finance concerning quality assurance for bridge inspections.
At a minimum, the report must:
(1) summarize the bridge inspection quality assurance and quality control procedures used in
Minnesota;
(2) identify any substantive changes to quality assurance and quality control procedures made in the
previous two years;
(3) summarize and provide a briefing on findings from bridge inspection quality reviews performed in
the previous two years;
(4) identify actions taken and planned in response to findings from bridge inspection quality reviews
performed in the previous two years;
(5) summarize the results of any bridge inspection compliance review by the Federal Highway
Administration; and
(6) identify actions in response to the Federal Highway Administration compliance review taken by the
department in order to reach full compliance.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Mn/DOT’s Bridge Inspection Program strives to conform to state and federal laws and regulations. The
National Bridge Inspection Standards, which was most recently revised in December 2009, is the most
comprehensive document with regard to bridge inspections and is the basis for the Federal Highway
Administration’s annual evaluation of Mn/DOT’s Bridge Inspection Program.
Mn/DOT wrote an extensive quality control/quality assurance plan for its bridge inspection program in
2008. It was primarily a compilation of current practice assembled into a formal document, but it also
added new processes to comply with changes to the NBIS and more directly address quality assurance.
The plan defines and delegates responsibilities for the statewide inspection programs to 194 districts,
counties, municipalities and other agencies throughout the state. It also describes the certification and
training program for qualified bridge inspectors and sets up a process for quality assurance reviews of
state and local agency inspection programs. One significant change is the addition of a process for the
review of fracture critical and in‐depth inspection reports by a structural engineer from the Mn/DOT’s
Bridge Office prior to sending the report to the district bridge engineer or local program administrator.
The review includes a written assessment that states if the bridge is functioning as designed, if a new
load rating is warranted or if any important structural repairs should be made.
Mn/DOT’s Bridge Office also has made changes to its bridge inspection manual, which standardizes how
inspections are done by each inspecting agency. New elements have been added for the assessment of
gusset plate condition and new sections have been added to help inspection staff better identify
conditions that could lower the load carrying capacity of a bridge. Additional changes to the manual
were made in response to recommendations from the FHWA during their annual review of Mn/DOT’s
Bridge Inspection Program.
Three technical memoranda have been issued to establish policy with regard to frequency of routine
and special inspections, and for reporting and addressing critical bridge inspection findings. Mn/DOT
requires an annual inspection of bridges with fracture critical elements and bridges that are in poor
condition. Other bridges must be inspected every two years in accordance with NBIS requirements.
Currently, 419 of Mn/DOT’s bridges are inspected annually and 4142 bridges are inspected on 24‐month
frequency. Mn/DOT also provides fracture critical and in depth inspections for 67 Mn/DOT and 88 locally
owned bridges, and administers contracts to perform underwater inspections for 189 Mn/DOT and 198
locally owned bridges.
In 2009, one critical deficiency was reported on a Mn/DOT owned structure; in 2010, there were three.
Critical deficiencies are conditions that threaten public safety and, if not promptly corrected, could
result in the collapse or partial collapse of a bridge. All critical deficiencies have been resolved.
There are currently 86 Mn/DOT employees and 207 local agency employees and consultants who are
certified to perform bridge inspections. Certification requires either an engineering degree or five years
experience performing bridge inspections, along with two weeks of training in an FHWA approved
course and a field proficiency exam. Certified inspectors are also required to attend a one‐day bridge
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inspection refresher seminar every two years. Inspection seminars were presented by Mn/DOT’s Bridge
Office at six locations across the state in 2009 and at five locations in 2010. In addition to these
seminars, three inspection classes were presented in 2009 and two in 2010. These classes are one to
two weeks in length and are required for certification as inspection team leader or to perform fracture
critical inspections.
Within Mn/DOT, responsibility for each district’s inspection program is delegated to the district bridge
engineer. In 2008, Metro District, which owns more than half of Mn/DOT’s bridge inventory, placed a
structures engineer into a new management position to direct its bridge inspection and maintenance
program. In 2009, Metro District added a fourth engineering position to its inspection staff. The Duluth
and Rochester districts, which each account for about 15 percent of Minnesota’s bridge inventory,
added engineering and supervisory positions to support its inspection and maintenance efforts. In
addition, five new engineering positions were added to the Central Office Bridge Inspections Unit due to
recent changes in NBIS rules that nearly doubled the number of fracture critical inspections done by
Mn/DOT each year, as well as expanded and clearly defined Mn/DOT’s responsibilities for managing
both state and local bridge inspection programs. Prior to 2008, Mn/DOT operated a fleet of four under
bridge inspection vehicles. Since then, two new vehicles have been added to the fleet and another is
due to be replaced with a new vehicle in 2011.
In response to findings by the Legislative Auditor in 2008, new performance measures were created to
document the timeliness of bridge inspections and follow‐up maintenance actions. In 2008, 89 percent
of all routine bridge inspections and 100 percent of fracture critical inspections were completed on time.
In 2009, 94 percent of routine bridge inspections and 99 percent of fracture critical inspections were
completed on time. High‐priority reactive bridge maintenance items are scheduled to be completed
within one year of being identified. In 2009, 66 percent of high‐priority maintenance items were
completed on time. This measure was significantly impacted by a Metro District effort to check for loose
concrete on the underside of all its bridge decks. This required maintenance crews to perform physical
inspections and, in some cases, concrete removal on more than 1,100 bridges during 2009 and 2010. If
these under‐deck bridge assessments in Metro District are excluded from the count, 88 percent of high‐
priority reactive maintenance items were completed on time.
The bridge inspection programs of 20 percent of Minnesota’s local agencies are evaluated each year. In
2008, one municipality was determined to be out of compliance with the NBIS. In 2009, two counties
were determined to be out of compliance. Mn/DOT’s Bridge Office worked with each agency to bring
them back into NBIS compliance and followed up with agencies that were late in submitting requested
information. Important findings from these local agency reviews also are reviewed with state and local
bridge inspection personnel who attend the annual bridge inspections seminars. Additionally, each
agency has electronic access to a Mn/DOT website listing custom reports the agency can use to review
the current status of its bridges. In addition to those agencies that received a formal program
evaluation, many other agencies were asked to provide additional information with respect to out‐of‐
date bridge ratings, plans to monitor scour, late inspections and inspections performed during winter
months.
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FHWA annually assesses the management of the statewide bridge inspection program. They occasionally
accompany bridge office staff on compliance reviews of local agencies and lead compliance reviews of
Mn/DOT districts. During the past two years, none of the Mn/DOT districts evaluated were found to be
out of compliance with NBIS requirements. They also found Mn/DOT’s management of the overall
statewide bridge inspection program to be in substantial compliance. Recommendations were made,
however, to improve state and local bridge load ratings and postings, data quality, manuals and other
items. Mn/DOT has responded in writing to each recommendation. Changes that address
recommendations have been made to inspection manuals. Mn/DOT’s ratings staff has resolved most
bridge rating issues by consultant contract. Seminar training has been used to promptly address
statewide issues.
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1. BRIDGE INSPECTION QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY
CONTROL PROCEDURES
State and Federal Statutes and Regulations
Minnesota Laws and Regulations Governing Bridge Inspections
All bridges that are located on or over public roads must be inspected in accordance with applicable
Minnesota statutes and regulations. Minnesota Statute, Chapter 165.03 primarily addresses bridge
inspections and assigns responsibility for inspection to bridge owners. Minnesota Rules Chapter
8810.9000 to 8810.9800 provides the regulations necessary to implement the statute. Minnesota rules
governing inspector qualifications and inspection frequency, bridge inventory and ratings closely agree
with federal regulations that establish National Bridge Inspection Standards.

National Bridge Inspection Standards
Minnesota’s Bridge Inspection Program and its quality control and quality assurance processes are
required by federal statute to meet the National Bridge Inspection Standards as set forth under Federal
Code of Regulations Title 23 Part 650 Subpart C. The regulation was first developed by the Federal
Highway Administration in cooperation with the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials December 15, 1967, and was enacted as part of the Federal‐Aid Highway Act of
1970. It was most recently revised in 2009. The NBIS establishes the minimum requirements for all state
transportation departments’ bridge inspection organization and holds each state department of
transportation responsible for the inspection of all state and locally owned highway bridges located on
public roads. It also establishes the minimum qualifications for bridge inspectors and their managers,
the frequency of routine and special inspections, and specifies procedures for the inspection and load
rating of bridges as well as minimum quality control and quality assurance procedures.
§650.313 (g) Quality control and quality assurance. Assure systematic quality control (QC) and
quality assurance (QA) procedures are used to maintain a high degree of accuracy and
consistency in the inspection program. Include periodic field review of inspection teams, periodic
bridge inspection refresher training for program managers and team leaders, and independent
review of inspection reports and computations.
The NBIS also incorporates by reference the AASHTO Manual for Bridge Evaluation. AASHTO developed
the manual to establish more specific inspection procedures and evaluation processes that meet the
NBIS. Separate sections of the manual provide guidance on maintaining bridge records, bridge
management systems, inspection requirements and procedures, destructive and nondestructive
inspection and testing methods, and load rating and fatigue evaluation of steel bridges.
A copy of the National Bridge Inspection Standards (CFR 23 Part 650 Subpart C) can be found at the
following website: frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi‐bin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=2004_register&docid=FHWA–
2001–8954.pdf.
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The quality control and quality assurance processes and policies described below have been developed
by Mn/DOT to assure compliance with the NBIS and conformance with the AASHTO Manual for Bridge
Evaluation in order to maintain a high‐quality statewide bridge inspection program.

Bridge Inspections Quality Assurance and Quality Control Program
Mn/DOT’s quality assurance and quality control procedures governing its statewide inspection program
are described comprehensively on the Mn/DOT website in the document titled: Mn/DOT Quality
Assurance and Quality Control Procedures for Bridge Inspections, which is available at
www.dot.state.mn.us/bridge/documentsformslinks/inspection/Quality%20Assuranc‐
Quality%20Control%20Procedures.pdf. Below is a summary of the major components of the program.

Quality Control Responsibilities
Specific responsibilities of Mn/DOT’s Bridge Inspection Program Manager are described along with those
responsibilities delegated to district and local agency program administrators and inspection team
leaders.

Qualifications
Mn/DOT maintains a program to certify bridge inspectors as team leaders and approve the appointment
of program administrators who meet NBIS minimum experience and training requirements. Program
administrators are required to be registered professional engineers. Inspection team leaders are
required to be engineers or have five years of bridge inspection experience, and to have completed an
FHWA approved inspector training course. In addition, Mn/DOT certification requires inspection team
leaders to pass a field proficiency test. All program administrators and team leaders are required to
attend two days of refresher training every four years and must submit documentation that they have
competently performed their duties and responsibilities. Failure to maintain qualifications can result in
decertification or denial of appointment, making the person ineligible to perform bridge safety
inspection or program administrative activities.
As of September 2010, Minnesota’s state and local bridge inspections are conducted by 194 different
entities (Mn/DOT districts, counties, cities and other distinct agencies). Within these agencies, there are
161 appointed program administrators and 303 certified bridge inspection team leaders. Of the 303
inspection team leaders, 86 are Mn/DOT employees.

Training
Mn/DOT offers several Inspector training classes and seminars each year. An introductory, one‐week‐
long “Engineering Concepts for Bridge Inspectors” class is required for new inspectors who do not meet
the experience or education requirements for team leader. Prior to certification as team leader,
inspectors must take the two‐week‐long course titled “Safety Inspections of In‐Service Bridges.” The
course is taught by instructors from the National Highway Institute and is an FHWA approved
comprehensive bridge inspection training course. Other National Highway Institute courses on advanced
topics are scheduled periodically.
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Attendance for classes taught in 2009 and 2010 is shown below:
Course

2009
Attendees

2010
Attendees

Engineering Concepts for Bridge Inspectors

27

24

Safety Inspections of In-Service Bridges

30

12

Fracture Critical Inspection Techniques

14

NA

In addition to these courses, Mn/DOT staff annually conducts refresher training seminars for program
administrators and inspection team leaders. The seminars are held at various locations throughout the
state to facilitate attendance. Topics typically include: review of deficiencies and best practices found
during inspection program quality reviews, FHWA compliance review findings, load rating issues and
inspection manual updates. Five seminars were conducted around the state in 2009 and 2010. Due to a
high level of interest, a sixth seminar will be added to the 2011 schedule.

Compliance and Quality Reviews
FHWA performs an annual review of Mn/DOT’s Bridge Inspection Program. The purpose of the review is
to evaluate whether the policies, procedures and operating practices meet requirements of the NBIS. It
typically consists of a review of functions performed by Mn/DOT’s Bridge Office and one or more district
offices. The focus of the reviews varies from year to year, but typically will include a review of inspector
qualifications, timeliness of bridge inspections and load ratings, and fracture critical and bridge scour
documents. Formal findings from the review are reported in the form of recommendations that are
summarized in a letter from FHWA to the Commissioner of Highways.
Similarly, Mn/DOT reviews the bridge inspection programs of several local agencies each year. A quality
assurance questionnaire is sent to approximately 20 percent of local county and municipal bridge offices
each year. Responses are reviewed along with the agency’s bridge inspection reports and inventory data
for compliance with NBIS requirements. Agencies that fail to respond to the questionnaire or whose
reports or data do not clearly indicate compliance are scheduled for a more in‐depth on‐site review of
the agency’s program. Findings from both office and on‐site reviews are submitted in letter form to the
local agency.

Bridge Manuals and Technical Memoranda
Mn/DOT Bridge Manuals
The Mn/DOT Bridge Inspection Manual was last revised October 2009. In order to standardize how
inspectors rate the condition of Minnesota bridges, the manual provides detailed descriptions of how
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each of the NBIS required bridge inventory data records are to be coded. It also provides descriptions of
bridge elements that must be inspected, as well as standard condition codes for those elements. A copy
of the Mn/DOT Bridge Inspection Manual is available on Mn/DOT’s Bridge Office website at
www.dot.state.mn.us/bridge/manuals/inspection/BridgeInspectionManual_Version1.8.pdf.
In addition to the inspection manual, a section has been added to the LRFD Bridge Design Manual that
describes requirements to calculate load ratings for bridges.

Mn/DOT Technical Memoranda
Three technical memoranda have been issued that establish standard statewide policies governing
bridge inspections. These are available on Mn/DOT’s Bridge Office website at
www.dot.state.mn.us/bridge/.

Mn/DOT Technical Memorandum No. 04‐08‐B‐01
Technical Memorandum No. 04‐08‐B‐01 provides guidelines for bridge inspection frequency that state
and local program administers use to determine if a bridge’s routine inspection cycle may be extended
from one year, as required by Minnesota Rule 8810, to a two‐year interval specified by the NBIS. Bridges
rated in poor condition and fracture critical bridges must remain on a one‐year schedule. The
memorandum was last updated in May 2004.
The number of 24‐month and 12‐month inspections scheduled statewide for the last two years is as
follows (based on 2010 data):
Inspection Frequency

Mn/DOT
Bridges

Local
Bridges

12-Month

419 (9%)

4,142 (28%)

24-Month

4,161

10,734

Minnesota statutes were changed in 2009 to allow box culvert structures that are in fair or better
condition to be inspected every four years. Mn/DOT’s Bridge Office has worked with FHWA to develop
criteria for 48‐month inspections. An agreement was recently reached and the inspection frequency
technical memorandum will be modified and reissued in 2011.

Mn/DOT Technical Memorandum No. 08‐01‐B‐01
Technical Memorandum No. 08‐01‐B‐01 provides guidelines for in‐depth inspection of fracture critical
bridges, underwater inspections and special inspections for other bridges. It describes bridges that
require special in‐depth or underwater inspection procedures, inspector/diver qualifications and
inspection frequency. The memorandum also describes quality assurance procedures Mn/DOT uses to
monitor these special inspections. Special in‐depth inspections of fracture critical bridges are made on a
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24‐month or less schedule. Bridges that require a diver to inspect underwater are scheduled for
underwater inspections at least every four years. The memorandum was last updated in February 2008.
Based on 2010 data, the following special inspections were scheduled:
Inspection Type

Mn/DOT
Bridges

Local
Bridges

Fracture Critical /
Special Inspection

67

88

Underwater

189

198

Mn/DOT Technical Memorandum No 08‐02‐B‐02
Critical deficiencies found during bridge inspections define the process agencies must use to report
conditions found during an inspection that, if not promptly repaired, may lead to collapse, partial
collapse or conditions that may otherwise be hazardous to public safety. Progress correcting critical
deficiencies are monitored by Mn/DOT’s Bridge Office and reported to FHWA each calendar year. The
memorandum was first issued in February 2008.
The number of critical deficiencies reported between 2008 and 2010 is shown below:
Year

Mn/DOT

Other
Agencies

2008

2

11

2009

1

10

2010

3

9
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2. RECENT CHANGES TO QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY
CONTROL PROCEDURES
Several of the quality control and quality assurance processes used by Mn/DOT were developed or
modified in the past two years. Substantive changes are described in this section.

Written Quality Control and Quality Assurance Procedures and Processes
As noted in the previous section, a quality control/quality assurance policy was developed and placed on
Mn/DOT’s website in 2009 (see “Mn/DOT Quality Assurance and Quality Control Procedures for Bridge
Inspections” in the appendix of this report).
This document is primarily a compilation of quality control and quality assurance processes from various
technical memorandums and other process documentation developed over the history of Mn/DOT’s
Bridge Inspection Program. Significant additions to the policy made specifically in the past two years
include:
•

Listing the Mn/DOT Inspection Program Manager’s specific quality control roles and
responsibilities and specified which of those responsibilities are delegated to Mn/DOT district
and local agency program administers and inspection team leaders (Section B1).

•

Documenting the process to appoint a Mn/DOT Bridge Inspection Program Administrator.
Significant changes to the NBIS that became effective in 2006 established Mn/DOT’s overall
responsibility for the inspection of all state and local bridges. Implementation of the new
requirements called for Mn/DOT to define the tiered relationship between the department’s
central program management and district and local program administration. While a
certification process has existed for inspection team leaders for more than 10 years, addition of
an appointment approval process for managers of district and local agency inspection programs
formalized the tiered relationship and delegation of authority. The process also documents that
failure to maintain qualifications can result in appointment denial or decertification (Section B3).

•

Describing a streamlined process for early reporting of significant fracture critical inspection
findings and changes to NBIS bridge condition codes, as well as a separate process for review
and approval of in‐depth inspection reports. Review of the in‐depth report includes a separate
engineering evaluation of significant findings described below (Section B7a3).

This quality management plan is available at
www.dot.state.mn.us/bridge/documentsformslinks/inspection/Quality%20Assuranc‐
Quality%20Control%20Procedures.pdf.
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Structural Assessment of InDepth Inspection Findings
A separate unit was created in Mn/DOT’s Bridge Design Section to review in‐depth fracture critical
inspection reports and identify if significant structural deficiencies exist. A written assessment is
forwarded to the bridge owner who is responsible to follow up if new load ratings or structural repairs
are recommended. For Mn/DOT owned bridges, the in‐depth report and assessment also are forwarded
to the ratings engineer if a new load rating is recommended. If serious structural repairs are needed to a
trunk highway bridge, a Mn/DOT Bridge Design Unit will be assigned to consult with the district office
and prepare plans to promptly repair the condition. Prior to formation of this unit, Bridge Office
engineers typically gave input when fatigue cracks were found during the inspection. Responsibility to
determine if the bridge was functioning as designed or if a new load rating was needed fell directly on
the district or local agency’s bridge engineer.

Updates to the Bridge Inspection Manual
Several changes to the Mn/DOT Bridge Inspection Manual have been made over the last two years.
Those changes along with background information have been discussed with program administers and
inspection team leaders during annual inspection seminars. Significant changes made include:

Section 2.2
Adding specific language regarding evaluating, coding and monitoring bridges susceptible to scour, and
defining which waterway channels must be periodically cross‐sectioned to monitor scour and channel
migration issues.

Section 2.1 and Appendix A 2.1
Adding condition rating procedures for Gusset Plate truss elements. Paint condition and structural
condition are rated using separate elements. Prior to this change, gusset plate condition had not been
specifically addressed in Minnesota or nationally. Adding instructions to help standardize how inspectors
should measure and report section loss on steel bridge members.

Appendix B
Adding Appendix B to discuss load rating responsibilities of the inspection team leader and program
administrator and describe changes to the bridge condition or loading that indicate the load capacity of
the bridge should be checked. Sections of Appendix B also discuss how to identify and report additional
dead loads that may change the bridge rating, requirements for posting bridges to restrict truck loads,
and how to make sure load posting signs are in place and correct.

Appendix C
Adding Appendix C to help inspectors identify if safety features on the bridge (i.e. approach guardrail
and bridge railings) meet current national standards. FHWA required Mn/DOT improve on the accuracy
of data being reported due to the great variety of guardrail and railings used on state and local bridges.
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This addition contains a comprehensive tabulation of railing cross sections and descriptions to allow
inspectors to accurately identify the safety feature used on each bridge and determine if it meets
current standards.

Performance Targets Added for Bridge Inspections and Maintenance
Mn/DOT regularly measures and reports the numbers of trunk highway bridges in good and poor
condition. In response to a finding by the Legislative Auditor in 2008, Mn/DOT also has begun to
measure and report the timeliness of its bridge inspections. Mn/DOT’s goal is to complete all inspections
on time. FHWA has typically counted an inspection on time if it was completed no more than 30 days
after it was scheduled.
Based on existing NBIS data, the following percentages of trunk highway bridge inspections were
completed on time:
Year

Routine

Fracture
Critical

2007

86 %

100 %

2008

89 %

100 %

2009

94 %

99 %

2010

Data Not
Available

99 %

Although some routine inspections were late, all inspections were completed within the year scheduled.
In 2009, one fracture critical inspection on a bridge owned and inspected by another state agency was
completed five months late. In 2010, Mn/DOT completed the fracture critical inspection for one bridge
four months late to accommodate a bridge repair contract that restricted access to the bridge. Complete
data for routine inspections done in 2010 was not available at the time this report was written.
Beginning in 2009, a standardized procedure for reporting and prioritizing maintenance items as part of
the bridge inspection process was adopted statewide. A new department measure was developed to
report timely completion of maintenance items classified as high priority in conjunction with that
process. High‐priority maintenance items are defined as conditions that may impair the safe use of
function of a bridge or which may deteriorate into a critical condition if not repaired. The goal is to
complete all high‐priority items within one year after being identified.
Because high‐priority maintenance items have not been separately tracked in the past, only 2009 data
was available as this report was prepared. In 2009, a total of 1,337 high‐priority reactive maintenance
items were identified and 871 of those items were addressed. This equates to a completion rate of 66
percent within the 12‐month requirement.
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Metro District identified the physical inspection and removal of loose concrete as a high‐priority item
on all bridges in its district due to recent concerns about loose concrete on the undersides of some
bridge decks. This resulted in 1,127 high‐priority reactive maintenance items coming due in 2009 in
Metro District. The number of bridges needing under‐deck repair is significantly less than the total
number of bridges identified to date. When this work is removed from the list of high‐priority reactive
maintenance items, the statewide completion rate rises to 88 percent.
These performance measures are reviewed annually with bridge maintenance supervisors, district
bridge engineers, district engineers, and commissioner’s staff. Continued monitoring of these bridge
inspection and maintenance measures can help determine if districts are adequately staffed.

Added Staff and Equipment
Routine bridge inspections are performed in each Mn/DOT district. Most districts use some of their
more experienced bridge maintenance staff to inspect a bridge. Metro District and some other districts
have full‐time inspection staffs. Some districts also supplement inspection staffing using bridge
construction inspectors. All districts assign responsibility to administer their program to a PE, typically at
the principal engineer level. During the last two years, a few significant changes have been made to help
Mn/DOT better manage its inspection program, including:
•

Metro District: Added an administrative engineer with structural engineering experience to its
staff in 2008 to oversee bridge inspection and maintenance activities. In 2009, Metro District
also added a new engineering position to its inspections unit, which raised the number of
engineers in the unit from three to four. Metro District maintains about half of Mn/DOT’s bridge
inventory.

•

District 1‐Duluth: Added a new bridge inspections supervisor to assist with program
administration and condition evaluation.

•

District 6‐Rochester: Added a new bridge inspections engineer to assist with administration,
inspection and condition evaluation of its trunk highway bridges and local bridges the district
contracts to inspect.

Mn/DOT districts in Bemidji, Detroit Lakes, Brainerd, Mankato and Willmar did not add inspection staff.
Together they only account for about 20 percent of Mn/DOT’s bridge inventory.
Additional staff has been dedicated to perform fracture critical inspections and manage the statewide
inspection program due to changes in the NBIS rules that more clearly defined state inspection program
requirements and nearly doubled the number of in‐depth inspections Mn/DOT performed each year.
Prior to 2008, bridge office inspections staff consisted of three engineering positions and three technical
positions. Today, staffing consists of seven engineering and four technical positions. Additional
assistance for fracture critical bridge inspections is provided by dedicated fracture critical bridge
inspectors in the Metro and Rochester districts.
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The increased number of inspections also required the purchase of additional inspection equipment.
Prior to 2007, Mn/DOT operated four under‐bridge inspection vehicles. Since then, two new UBIVs were
purchased to accommodate the more frequent inspection mandate. A smaller under‐bridge inspection
platform was purchased in 2009. It weighs only three tons and allows access to load posted bridges that
have insufficient structural capacity for the larger UBIVs. In 2010, another UBIV was ordered to replace
one of the older vehicles. The inspection fleet currently consists of:
Vehicle

Reach

Purchased

Comments

UB50

50 feet

1988

Rebuilt in 2003

UB50

50 feet

1991

Will be Replaced with UB62 in 2011

UB75

75 feet

2000

Scheduled for Rebuild in 2012

UB30

30 feet

2000

Scheduled for Rebuild in 2012

UB62

62 feet

2007

‐

UB62

62 feet

2008

‐

Moog

15 feet

2009

Lighter Weight Platform for Posted Bridges

Since the inspection equipment requires storage, a new 5000‐square‐foot storage building was
completed in 2010 at Mn/DOT’s Oakdale facility. The building will house some of the new and existing
bridge inspection equipment.
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3. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS FROM BRIDGE INSPECTION QUALITY
REVIEWS
NBIS Compliance Reviews of local agency inspection programs are conducted by Mn/DOT’s Bridge Office
Inspections Unit each year. The review starts out with a quality assurance questionnaire that is sent to
about 20 percent of local agencies. Agencies that fail to respond to the questionnaire or whose
inspection reports or data on file do not clearly indicate compliance are scheduled for a more in‐depth
on‐site review of the agency’s program. The inspections unit also teams up with FHWA to visit and
review one or two Mn/DOT District Bridge Inspection Programs each year. During 2008 and 2009,
reviews were made of the following agencies. Those agencies with in‐depth, on‐site reviews are shown
with an asterisk (*).
2008 (24)
City of Bemidji
City of East Grand Forks*
City of Fergus Falls
City of Moorhead
Becker County
Beltrami County
Clay County
Clearwater County
Douglas County
Grant County*
Hubbard County
Kittson County
Lake of the Woods County
Mahnomen County*
Marshal County*
Norman County*
Ottertail County

Pennington County*
Polk County*
Red Lake County*
Roseau County*
Traverse County*
Wilkin County*
Mn/DOT District 2*
2009 (26)
City of Brainerd
City of Duluth*
City of Grand Rapids
City of Hermantown
City of Hibbing*
City of St. Cloud*
City of Virginia
Aitkin County
Benton County

Carlton County*
Cass County
Cook County*
Crow Wing County
Itasca County*
Kanabec County
Koochiching County
Lake County*
Mille Lacs County*
Pine County
Sherburne County
Sterns County*
St. Louis County*
Todd County
Wadena County
Mn/DOT District 1*
Mn/DOT District 3*

The following is a summary of significant findings from the 2008 and 2009 reviews.
•

23 out of 24 agencies were found in 2008 to be in substantial compliance with the NBIS; one
local agency was found not in compliance. The non compliance was based on failure to meet
qualifications as a team leader, significantly overdue inspections and insufficient and incomplete
inspection reports.

•

23 of 26 agencies in 2009 were found to be in substantial compliance; three were not. One non‐
compliance was due to incomplete inspections and insufficient or inaccurate reporting and
coding of bridge condition. Another non‐compliance was based on the agency not having a
qualified team leader or program administrator. The last agency was out of compliance due to
having 28 inspections that were more than 180 days late.

•

Six of 24 agencies in 2008 had a total of 14 inspections that were overdue by 12 or more
months.
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•

Two of 26 agencies in 2009 had a total of four inspections that were overdue by 12 or more
months.

•

17 of 24 agencies’ files were found in 2008 to be missing a total of 226 bridge rating forms.

•

16 of 26 agencies’ files were found in 2008 to be missing a total of 105 bridge rating forms.

•

19 of 24 agencies in 2008 had a total of 111 bridges rated in poor or serious condition that may
need new load ratings or posting based on changed conditions.

•

19 of 26 agencies in 2009 had a total of 148 bridges rated in poor or serious condition that may
need new load ratings or posting based on changed conditions.

•

11 of 24 agencies in 2008 failed to submit their plans to monitor a total of 46 scour susceptible
bridges or failed to classify them correctly.

•

11 of 26 agencies in 2009 failed to submit their plans to monitor a total of 25 scour susceptible
bridges or failed to classify them correctly.

•

Five of 24 agencies in 2008 had a total of 211 bridges that were inspected during winter months
when the presence of snow and ice may inhibit complete inspection. Two other agencies were
questioned about quality of inspections based on the high number completed each day.

•

No agencies were notified of excessive winter inspections in 2009.

•

One agency in 2008 failed to submit documentation for a critical finding discovered during the
bridge inspection.
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4. ACTIONS TAKEN IN RESPONSE TO FINDINGS FROM BRIDGE
INSPECTION QUALITY REVIEWS
Quality Assurance Review Findings and Followup
Mn/DOT’s Bridge Inspections Unit follows up on quality review findings by sending a letter to the
reviewed agency to notify them of significant findings and recommend changes to improve the quality
of its programs. When agencies have been found to be out of compliance with the NBIS, the bridge
inspections unit works closely with the agency and FHWA to assure the agency attains compliance
before its next inspection cycle begins. FHWA may withhold funding from agencies that are repeatedly
found to be out of compliance with NBIS rules or with the AASHTO Manual for Bridge Evaluation. The
four agencies found out of compliance during 2008 and 2009 have made the necessary modifications to
their programs and practice and are now substantially in compliance.
In addition to notifying agencies regarding findings of compliance or non‐compliance with NBIS, letters
list significant findings that the agency is required to address in order to remain in compliance. Where
inspections, load ratings or required data is missing, the letter specifies a date the missing information
must be submitted to Mn/DOT. The Mn/DOT Bridge Office Inspections Unit follows up with agencies
that do not submit on time. To date, all agencies have made a good effort to respond to findings. Failure
to do so could result in the agency being found in non‐compliance.

Findings Discussed at Bridge Inspection Seminars
Since each agency receives a quality review only once every five years, it’s important that Mn/DOT
develop other methods to more frequently communicate some of the more common problems found
during agency reviews. Mn/DOT uses the annual bridge inspection seminars for that purpose. Agendas
for the seminars are designed to address the deficiencies found during agency reviews, in addition to
best practices that can improve an agency’s inspection program.
Topics discussed in 2009 and 2010 that specifically address agency review findings include:
•

NBIS agency review process

•

Typical and special inspection equipment

•

Documents to be retained in a bridge file

•

Updates to bridge inventory data

•

Improving condition description notes on inspection reports

•

Concern about incomplete inspections during winter months

•

Reporting and reacting to critical findings

•

Scheduling inspection to comply with required frequency
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•

Scour susceptibility categories and stream bed cross section requirements

An in‐depth presentation was made in 2009 describing conditions that may require new load ratings, as
well as the responsibilities of the team leader and the program administrator to evaluate load rating
needs and post bridges to restrict truck loads. Another in‐depth presentation in 2010 described the
process agencies should use to screen their bridges for scour and assign bridge inventory codes that
describe scour susceptibility. The presentation also discussed the requirements for written action plans
to respond to flood conditions that analysis indicates may damage the bridge.

Reports Available Electronically to All Agencies
Each year, Mn/DOT is required by the NBIS to submit statewide bridge inventory and inspection data to
FHWA. Mn/DOT uses an AASHTO developed bridge management system called Pontis to collect current
inspection data from inspection agencies. Using Pontis, Mn/DOT has developed several standard reports
that access recent data to help agencies better understand the overall condition of their bridge
inventory and identify bridges needing inspection, missing data or that may need new load ratings.
Many of these reports are used during the Mn/DOT agency reviews to help Mn/DOT identify
deficiencies in an agency’s inspection program or data. These and other reports are continuously
available to agencies that log on to the Pontis Reports Tab located on Mn/DOT’s Bridges and Structures
website. A few of those reports used during local reviews include:
•

Bridge Inspections Due – Lists inspections that are due and overdue.

•

Bridge Inspection Frequency – Lists the bridges on a one or two‐year inspection frequency and
those eligible to be changed.

•

Bridge Scour FGJ – Lists bridges that have not been evaluated for scour, have unknown
foundations or require further evaluation.

•

Bridge Scour Plan of Action – Lists if bridges that are susceptible to scour have written plans of
action guiding agency response during flood events.

•

Bridge Rating and Posting List – Lists bridges with capacity ratings, posting signs and those that
are missing rating sheets or are in poor or serious conditions, which may require a new rating.

•

FC‐UW‐PA List – Lists bridges that are coded to require fracture critical, underwater or special
pinned assembly type inspections.
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5. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS FROM FHWA BRIDGE INSPECTION
COMPLIANCE REVIEWS
FHWA is responsible for evaluating the overall quality and conformance to the NBIS of each state’s
bridge inspection program. Mn/DOT is evaluated on the management and inspection of its trunk
highway bridges as well as its management and oversight of local agency bridge owners. Typically, the
annual review is conducted near the beginning or end of the calendar year and begins with a written
response to a set of questions and data requests previously submitted to Mn/DOT’s Bridge Office by the
FHWA Division Bridge Engineer. After Mn/DOT’s response has been reviewed, the FHWA meets with the
Minnesota’s State Bridge Engineer and staff to discuss responses and provide additional information and
access to inspection files as requested. Following the review, the FHWA Division Bridge Engineer submits
a letter to the Commissioner of Highways stating whether Mn/DOT was found in compliance with the
NBIS and lists findings in the form of recommendations to improve the program based on its review.
In 2009, the FHWA conducted a “Bridge Load Rating and Posting Focused Review” of Mn/DOT and a few
local agencies. This was a special in‐depth review that examined Mn/DOT’s procedures for ensuring
accurate and up‐to‐date load ratings on state and local agency bridges. The results of the focused review
concluded that Mn/DOT’s load rating and posting practices “appear to be sufficiently appropriate to
provide safety to the traveling public.” However, the letter also noted that “due to the large number of
bridges in Minnesota and the vast number of bridge owners, it was not readily determined whether
individual bridge load ratings and needed postings or closings were up‐to‐date or reflect the current
conditions of the bridges. Further review acknowledgement and verification by Mn/DOT districts and
local agencies should be pursued to assure that all bridges are load rated and posted properly.” A
separate report made several recommendations for improvement to statewide bridge rating processes.
Also, as mentioned in a previous section of this report, FHWA along with Mn/DOT staff include a review
of Mn/DOT District Bridge Inspection Programs as part of the regional quality reviews scheduled with
local agencies each year. Those reviews are very similar to the local agency reviews, except that the
FHWA Division Bridge Engineer takes the lead to determine NBIS compliance and makes
recommendations for improvement. Mn/DOT District 2‐Bemidji was reviewed in 2008, while District 1‐
Duluth and District 3‐Brainerd were reviewed in 2009. All three district inspection programs were found
in substantial compliance.
Copies of all compliance letters received from FHWA for the 2008 and 2009 inspection reviews are
attached in the APPENDIX. A summary of substantial findings from each letter are summarized below.

2008 Annual National Bridge Inspection Standards Review
Mn/DOT was found in substantial compliance with National Bridge Inspection Standards. The following
is a summary of recommendations made to improve Mn/DOT’s Bridge Inspection Program:
1. Mn/DOT should place more emphasis on good note taking. Inspection notes need to be specific
enough such that the difference in condition of bridge members between inspections can be
clearly determined.
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2. In 2008, there were 938 winter‐time inspections, the vast majority by local agencies. There is a
concern that some winter‐time inspections may be incomplete.
3. Mn/DOT should investigate why some bridges are coded to indicate that no rating analysis has
been performed.
4. Mn/DOT should work with local agencies to develop an action plan and measurable goals for
either performing a load rating or confirming that a load rating has been performed on bridges
that are missing a rating date in their inventory data.
5. Mn/DOT should investigate the reasons that inventory codes for 86 bridges, predominately
located on the local system, seem to indicate the bridges should be posted.
6. Mn/DOT should investigate the reasons why 12 local system bridges open to traffic have an
operating rating less than three tons.

2009 Minnesota Load Rating and Posting Focused Review
Mn/DOT’s statewide bridge load rating and posting practices were found to be sufficiently appropriate
to provide safety to the traveling public. The following is a summary of recommendations for
improvement made in the focused review:
1. Mn/DOT should consider expanding guidance concerning load rating of bridge decks and
substructures.
2. Mn/DOT should correct inconsistencies in the rating guidance given in the design and the
inspection manuals.
3. Distribute eight FHWA run load rating and posting data reports to the local agencies and request
them to reconcile any changes where needed.
4. Bridge files need to be updated to include load rating summary sheets.
5. Mn/DOT should ensure that its newly developed quality control/quality assurance procedures
are followed for all future load ratings.
6. Although Mn/DOT is currently making arrangements to add one more person to the load ratings
unit to assist in the rating of bridges for both state owned and locally owned bridges, Mn/DOT
may still want to consider adding additional resources.
7. Place greater emphasis on load rating and posting during NBIS local agency compliance reviews.
8. Mn/DOT should develop a policy on how shear forces should be used in the new AASHO Load
Rating Program for both rating and posting of bridges.
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9. Letters to local agencies should be sent out to inform them of recent changes and additions to
load rating guidance that have been made to both the bridge design manual and bridge
inspections manual.
10. When consultants are used to do load ratings, the name of the company should be included on
the rating form in addition to the engineer’s certification.
11. The quality control/quality assurance process for load rating and posting currently in draft form
should be added by reference to both the bridge design and the bridge inspections manual.
12. A review process needs to be developed to assure that load rating and posting guidance recently
added to the bridge design and bridge inspections manuals is being followed.
13. Local agencies that currently accept load ratings done by consultants at face value should at
least verify the ratings were prepared by an engineer, checked by a second engineer and signed
by a registered professional engineer.
14. Mn/DOT should continue to discuss with local agencies its need to install warning signs well in
advance of bridges that are posted at less than legal truck weights.
15. The load rating form for culverts should have a signature block for the engineer performing the
rating.
16. Local agencies need to evaluate all bridges to take into account the short, heavy, seven‐ and
eight‐axle trucks that are legal in Minnesota.

2009 Annual National Bridge Inspection Standards Review
Mn/DOT was found in substantial compliance with National Bridge Inspection Standards. The following
is a summary of findings and recommendations made to improve Mn/DOT’s inspection program:
1. FHWA is satisfied with Mn/DOT’s letter of response to the bridge rating and posting focused
review.
2. Many scour action plans developed by local agencies are incomplete or insufficient to
adequately implement or take appropriate action in the event of flooding. Letters should be
sent to local agencies that inform them of documentation required to be included in scour
action plans and provide guidance to assist agencies in preparing the plans. Additional emphasis
on scour action plans and other applicable documents that are part of the bridge owners file
should be made during annual agency reviews.
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6. ACTIONS TAKEN IN RESPONSE TO FHWA COMPLIANCE
REVIEW FINDINGS
Copies of Mn/DOT’s response to each of the FHWA compliance reviews can be found in the appendix.
The following is a summarized response corresponding to each of the numbered findings listed in
Section 5:

2008 Annual National Bridge Inspection Standards Review
1. During its annual agency quality reviews with local agencies, Mn/DOT will emphasize the
importance that team leaders write more descriptive inspection notes. Better note taking is also
emphasized in several presentations made during the annual bridge inspections seminars held
across the state.
2. Mn/DOT will continue to discourage winter inspection and stress the need for complete
inspections during its quality reviews and inspection seminars. When winter inspections are
unavoidable, we stress that follow‐up inspections are required to inspect elements that could
not be inspected due to snow and ice cover.
Items 3, 4, 5 and 6 were all related to a series of eight data searches the FHWA made in anticipation of
the load rating and posting focused review that was scheduled to begin in late April 2009. Mn/DOT
deferred addressing those three issues until they could be discussed more fully in the focused review.
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2009 Minnesota Load Rating and Posting Focused Review
1. Mn/DOT plans to add additional guidance to the bridge design manual relating to the rating of
bridge decks and substructures as questions are raised by ratings engineers.
2. Some inconsistencies noted have been corrected. There is some overlap between the bridge
design manual, which is primarily used by the engineer who prepares the rating, and the bridge
inspections manual, which is used primarily by inspection staff.
3. Mn/DOT reviewed the eight data reports and found several errors. After correcting the errors,
some reports contained no bridges. After further discussion with the FHWA additional work is
being done by Mn/DOT to reconcile the data before the lists will be forwarded to local agencies.
4. Most trunk highway bridge files now include a rating summary sheet. A process has been
written to develop rating sheets for the remaining bridges and culverts constructed using
standard design templates. Mn/DOT recently re‐rated more than 550 local bridges that had low
operating ratings. Load rating summary sheets for those bridges will be placed in the bridge file.
Inspection seminars are used to remind owners their files are required to contain the bridge
ratings sheet.
5. Mn/DOT is following its new requirement that load ratings be calculated and checked by
separate engineers and signed by a registered engineer. The requirement has been added to the
ratings section of the bridge design manual, which is used by consulting engineers and others to
rate local bridges.
6. Mn/DOT added a third registered engineer to the ratings unit in 2009 to work on state trunk
highway bridge ratings and local bridge rating issues and initiatives. Mn/DOT also uses
consultants to rate bridges when needed.
7. Mn/DOT reviews several ratings documents with local agencies during annual quality reviews.
Additional emphasis on ratings issues is now made at these reviews and inspection seminars.
8. Mn/DOT is working with the University of Minnesota to develop the criteria needed to more
accurately evaluate shear load capacity in prestressed bridges. A new inspection item has been
added to bridge inspection forms to alert the ratings engineer when conditions found during the
inspection indicate a new shear rating is needed.
9. The January 2010 edition of the Mn/DOT State Aid Division’s newsletter contained an article
about the newly developed load rating guidance that is available in the bridge design and bridge
inspection manual. Electronic links to those manuals were provided in the newsletter.
10. To more easily identify a consultant firm responsible for a specific bridge rating, Mn/DOT has
added a line to enter the name of the consultant company on the rating form. Previously, only
the certifying engineer was identified on the load rating summary form.
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11. A draft version of quality control/quality assurance procedures for load rating has been
consolidated from the bridge design and bridge inspections manuals into a single document. The
draft policy is currently in use by Mn/DOT’s rating unit while it’s being reviewed by the local
FHWA office.
12. The new quality control/quality assurance procedures for load ratings include procedures that
will allow local agency load rating procedures and processes to be reviewed at some future
date. We use inspection seminars and the local agency quality reviews to emphasize the
importance for program administrators to follow currently published Mn/DOT guidance.
13. Our local agencies have been notified of requirements that load ratings be calculated and
checked by separate engineers and that they are signed by a registered engineer. The bridge
design manual, which is used by consultant engineers who do most local agency ratings, also
specifies requirements for calculating, checking and certifying ratings.
14. Mn/DOT’s Bridge Inspection Manual discusses the need to post advance warning signs. When
advance warning signs are missing from bridges inspected during quality reviews of local
agencies, the requirements of the Minnesota’s Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices to
provide advanced signage are discussed with the program administrator.
15. Since most culverts are constructed based on pre‐engineered Mn/DOT standard plans, they also
have standard load ratings that are specified in Mn/DOT’s Bridge Design Manual. Persons using
the standard culvert design tables have been instructed to sign the culvert rating form. Another
rating process is used for culverts in poor condition.
16. Mn/DOT has done preliminary screening to identify those local bridges that are most susceptible
to being overloaded by the short, multi‐axle, single truck. Four consultant contracts are
underway to re‐rate those bridges identified by the screening.

2009 Annual National Bridge Inspection Standards Review
1. Mn/DOT responded to the load rating and posting focused review July 25, 2010.
2. Detailed technical information regarding bridge scour is available to all bridge owners on
Mn/DOT’s external website at www.dot.state.mn.us/bridge/hydraulics/hydraulics/scour. The
site provides scour action plan templates, scour evaluation procedures, contact information for
technical assistance and training material. For the last four years, the unit has provided an hour‐
long session on scour action plan implementation. In March 2010, Mn/DOT offered full‐day
training sessions at four locations across the state which re‐emphasized the importance of
complete scour action plans.
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2008 NBIS Review Letter
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u.s Department
of Transportaboo
F.cler,11 Hlghw,1y
Admlnl$tutlon

380 Jackson Street
Plaza, Su~e 500
SI. Paul, MN 55101-2904

Ga~lef

--.
--

(651)291-6100
(651) 291-6000 Fax

February 9, 2009
Mr. Thomas K. Sorel
Commissioner of Transportation
Department of Transportation
HS 100, Transportation Building
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155
Re:
~008 Annual National Bridge Inspection Standards (NBIS)
Review
Dear Mr. Sorel
Enclosed for your review and further action is a report
addressing the 2008 statelolide safety inspection of bridges in
Minnesota. The purpose of the revie'''' was to determine state....ide
compliance with the National Bridge Inspection Standards CNBIS).
OVerall, the Minnesota Department of Transportation is considered
to be in substantial compliance loIith the NBIS requirements.
Particularly, ....e wish to express our appreciation for the
excellence responses provided by Mn/DOT to findings and
recommendations resulting from the 2007 NBlS review and also for
the development of the follo....ing items:
•

Preparation of guidance for the coding of NBl Item 36,
traffic safety features.

•

Preparation of guidance and policy for load rating of
bridges.

•

Preparation of guidance for taking channel profiles.

Notwithstanding the acknowledgement noted above in addition to
substantial compliance with the NBIS regulations, the following

recommendations for improvements to the program are being
provided for your consideration:

__'-~::"::::,,,--

WNW.Ihwa.dotgov/mndiv

-,!J£IU.nJr.
.,_
~
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1. Once again, as in prior years, based on field reviews
performed, additional emphasis on "note taking" for pontis
ratings 3 and above should be made. Notes need to be
specific enough such that the difference in condition of
bridge members between inspections can be clearly
determined. For example, notes should be specific
concerning the location, depth, length, and width of cracks
and statements noting the change in condition from the
previous inspection. It is acknowledged that Mn/OOT has
been encouraging better note taking and is urged to do so
more and more in the interest of continuous quality
improvement.
:. Concerning winter time inspections, we continue to see an
overabundant number of winter time inspections. In :008,
there were 938 winter time inspections, the vast majority
being performed by local agencies.
While we recognize that
some winter time inspections can result in complete and
through inspections, it is difficult to determine if a
particular winter will provide for satisfactory inspection
conditions, such as has been the case this current winter
season.
It is acknowledged that ~~/DOT has been
discouraging such inspections and yet it is urged to do so
more and more in the interest of continuous quality
improvement, as the importance of bridge inspections during
clement weather can not be overemphasized.
3. The following recommendations pertain to load rating and
load posting of bridges:
A. According to a recent FHWA query of the Minnesota
bridge inventory, 5392 bridges (both State owned and
non-State owned) show an entry code of 5 (no rating
analysis performed) for item 63 (Method Used to
Determine Operating Rating). It is acknowledged,
however, that many of these bridges may include
structures where engineering judgment was used to
determine the rating when no plans are available or
identified. Nevertheless, it is recommended that
Mn/OOT investigate the reason why these bridges have
not had a load rating analysis performed.
B. The Mn/DOT response to the 2007 NBIS review provided
much information as well as an action plan for load
rating bridges with missing load rating dates.
However, the action plan is not specific on the
timeline for completion of load ratings for HS-25
designed bridges where ratings are not on file but
operating ratings are shown on the plans. It is
recommended that Mn/OOT revise the action plan to
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provide for a specific ~imeline for comple~ion of a
load rating (or separate rating check) including a
"date of rating n date for inclusion in the inventory
for these bridges.
c. The Mn/DOT response to the :007 NBIS review provided
much information as ~ell as an action plan for load
rating bridges with missing load rating dates.
However, the ac~ion plan did not provide much
information on non-Sta~e owned bridges. It is
recommended that Mn/DOT ~ork closely with the local
agencies to develop an action with defined and
measurable goals including a time line for either
confirmation that a load rating has indeed been
performed or completion of a load rating (or separate
load rating check) including a Mdate of load rating n
date for inclusion in the inventory.
D. A recent FHWA query of Mn/DOT bridge inventory
showing Item 70 (Bridge posting) coded as 4 or less
(Relationship of Operating rating to max. legal load
% below) and Item 41 coded as A (open, no restriction)
shows that 86 bridges would require posting because the
legal load limit exceeds the operating rating of the
bridge. It is ackno~ledged that this could be the
result of errors in data entry. Nevertheless, it is
recommended that ~~/DOT investigate the reasons for the
86 bridges sho~ing as needing posting and yet are not
posted.
E. A recent FHWA query of the Mn/OOT inventory showing
Item 64 (Operating Rating) less than 3 tons and Item 41
- A,B,P,R (Structure Open, Posted, or Closed to
Traffic) sho~s that 12 bridges in Minnesota have an
operating of less than 3 tons and are open to traffic.
Bridges having an operating rating less than 3 tons
are required to be closed per the NBIS. It is
recommended that Mn/OOT investigate the reasons for the
12 bridges showing as having an operating rating of
less than 3 tons and yet are not closed as required by
the NBIS.
Your formal response to the all recommendations noted in this
letter and the enclosed report, including your actions planned
along with anticipated time lines to address each of the
recommendations, would be greatly appreciated. We recognize that
it may not be feasible to completely accomplish these
recommendations within a short timeline, as such, we are willing
to ~ork with your office to establish reasonable time frames and
progress points in the spirit of continuous quality improvement.
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2008 NBIS Review Letter Response
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Mlnneaoti Deplftmenl of Tnmlllportation
Oftlce of Bridges end Structures

Offioo T~
MailS'top610
348SHadley AYBI"IUB North
oakdale MN 55126-3307

Fox

April 2, 2009

Mr. OerTeU Turner
Division Adrnilistrator
Federal Highway Administration
Ga/tief Plaza
380 Jackson Sireet Suite 500
Saini Paul, Minnesota 55101-4602
Dear Mr. Tumer.

This letter is in response to the 2008 Annual National Bridge Inspection Standards
Revie'N, the results of wtIlch were seIlt to MnlDOT February 24, 2009. We appreclate
the time and the effort of your staff to complete the thorough review renected in the
recommendations. We also appreciate your willingness 10 worll with us to establish
reasonable time frames and progress points in the spirit of continuous improvement.
Please consider the fonowing as an initial response 10 your rea:mrnendations,
numbered to correspond with your letter.

1. As noted, MrJDOT continues to stress tt1at inspection notes be specific and
descrlptive in a way that assists the inspector 10 identify ct1anges in condrtion
during subsequenl inspections. Specific descriptions are important for load
path elements in condition slates 3, and especially condition slates 4 and 5.
MnIDOT will continue to discuss the need for more descriptive notes during its
nkertifieation saminars a nd during our agency quality reviews.
2. Wh~e it should be BCknowIeagDd that wintertime inspection will always be
done to some extent, MnIDOT continues to encourage these be minimized.
Local agencies in particular have ~miled staff ttlal have multiple
responsibilities. The traditional fairer weather months of Aprilthrougt1 OCtober
may be insufficient 10 complete all bridge inspections due to demallds of their
construction and maintenance programs. Winter inspections may requlre II
follow-up visit during warmer weather 10 inspect elements that could not be
inspected due to snow and ice cover. We will continue to discourage winter
nspeclions and stress the need for complete inspections during our
recertification seminars and during OIK agency quality reviews.
3.

The items noted under Recommendation # 3 relate to posting and load rating
data issues that will be discussed in more detail during a Focus Review on
load Rating and Posting of Minnesota bridges that will be conducted by the
FHWA beginning Apri12B. The review stems from a racent DIG mandate that
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2009 Minnesota Load Rating and Posting Focused Review Letter
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380 Jackson street
Gallier PIIaza, SUite ~oo

st. Paul, MN 55101-4802

U5..Dep:rn1le111

dltniporkJlm
fttdIlral tIghway
AdrrinI&tIatlon

651.291.6100
651.291.6000 fax

Mrnnesota Division

www.fhwa.dotgovlmndiv

overnber 27, 2009

Mr. Thomas K. Sorel
COIlJ.1JJ..issioner of TrnllSlJ0l1ation
Department of TrallSpOlftation
MS 100, TranspOliation Building
t. Paul, Minl!lesota 55155

Re: Minnesota Load Rating and Posting Focus Review
Dear Mr. Sorel:

Attached is a repOli resulting from a focus review on Load Rating and Posting that was recently
conducted in Minnesota. The pUlpose of this focus. review was to evaluate Mtv'DOT's alld
selected local agencies poliicies, procedures and standard operating practices iin the area ofload
['atings and postings for highway hridges to fulfill the requirements of the ationa.l Bridge
Inspection Standards (NElS). The repoli documents observations. discussions, commendable
practices and opportunities for improvement in this area of the bridge safety inspection pro·gram.
The revie '" was conducted by Cruris Crolll\\rell and Romeo Garcia of my office in paltnership
witEl Shay Bun'ows of om FHWA Resource' Center and in cooperation with Mn/DOT, Hennepin
Co. and the City of St. Paul, during the week of April 8 thru 30 of 2009. A dose out meeting
was held at the Mn/DOT Blidge Offi ce in Oakdale 011 April 30 th to present the pn'eliminaly
findings.

The overall conclusion of tlus review is that the policies and practices for load rating and posting
ofbtidges in Minnesota appeal'to be sufficiently appropriate to provide safety to the traveling
public. On the other hand. due to the large number of bridges in Minnesota and the vast mUllber
ofbtidge owners it was not readily determined whether individual bridge ~oad ratings and needed
postings or closings were up to date or reflect the cuuent condition of the ·bridges. Ftuiller
review and acknowledgement and verification by MnlDOT Dish;cts and local agencies should
be pursued to assme that all bl-idg-es are load rated and po~ted properly.
Your f01111<11 response to each of the opportunities for improvement noted in the enc10 ed repoli
including yom actiOllS planned along with anticipated time1ines to address each of these
opportunities, would be greatly appreciated. We recognize that it may not be feasible to
completely address all opportunities for improvement within a s.hOli time1ine. as such, we are
willing to work with your office to establish reasonable time frames am! pl'og:ress points in the'
spirit of continuous qua lity improvernent. An initial response by JanualY IStli would be gre atly
3ppl'eciated.
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Special appreciation is extended to Mr. Dan Dorgan and members of his st2ff as well as
Hennepin Co .. and the City f St. Paul for their cooperation in the perfornlance of this review.

Sincerely yours.

Den:ell Turner
Division Administrator
RRG/trb
cc:

2 Mn!DOT
1 Dan DOl'gan
1 Tom Styl'bicki
1 Helmepin County
1 City of St. Paul
1 Shay BUl1-OWS
1 Romeo R. Garcia
1 Chris Cromwell
1 File
1 RF
OMS - "Load Rating: and Posting Focus Review"
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NOTE: This abbreviated copy now skips 18 pages to the Opportunities for
Improvement section located at the end of this report.
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Suullnary ofFioilings & Reconlnlcndations:
Commcnd~hlc

J'raetice.e::

The commendable practices noted below :tpply to the Minnesota proclice and as SIlch
includes the local agencie~ as well as MnlDOT.
1. MnlDOT has prepared guidance on load rating and posting for bridge inspeptors
and is found in App<'ndix B ofthe MnlDOT Bridge Inspection Manual.
2. MnfDOT has prepared guidance on load rating and posting and is found in
Cbapter 15 in the NInlDOT LRFD Bridge Design M.anual.
3. MnlDOT conducted a day long Bridge Load Rating Class 101 for local agencies
in 2008.
4. Mn/DOT recently hosted a workshop on Load and Resislllnce Factor Raling
(Mareh 10, 20()9).
5. Mn/DOT hdd a S~SSiOll on Load Rating and Posting at the anntull NBIS
workshop to introduce Appendix B afthe fo,fu([)OT Bridge Inspection ManuaL
6. Annual QCJQA compliancc reviews ofDistriclS and local ageneies: are performed
by MnlDOT to address load rating and posting concerns.
7. MnlDOT is currently making arrangements to add one more person t.rlthe Lead
Rating unit to assist in the rating of bridges for both Sillte owned and locally
owned brjdges.
8. MnJDOT has made available the Mn!DOT version ofloo.d rating and posting
reports to all bridge owners, via the internet, to assist in verifying bridge posting
and rating infonnation and to help identify impro\'ements where needed.
OpportUllitics for Illlprovemen I:
The opportunities for improvement noted below apply to the Minne~ota. practice and as
such includes the local agencies as well as MnIDOT.
1. MnlDOT should consider expanding guidance concerning load rating of bridge
decks lind substructures.
2. The guidance provided in Chapter 15 of the fl'fnfDOT LRFD Bridge Design
Manual and the :tI.1nIDOT Bridge Inspection Manual needs to be consistent.
(Some inconsistencies were pointed out during the review).
3. The information noted in the 8 re]Xll1..<; on load rating and posting provjdl:d by
FHWA, needs to be delivered to all bridge owners and II request made to
reconcile any changes where needed.
4. Bridge files need to be updated to include load rating summary sheets.
5. Abont 40% of the load ratings appear to be inconsistent as far as QC/QA is
concerned. Some mtings indicated that a choc.k of the rating was made by II
s«:ond person whereas. some ratings do not appear to have been checked by a
soc.ond person. AIthough these ratings were pcrfonned prior to :MnIDOrs policy
that loat ratings be cheded by a separate Engineer, MnlDOT should ensure that
the new policy is followed for all future load ratings.
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Mlnnosota Department of Transportation

John Ireland Boulevard
Saint paul, MN 55155

395

January 25, 2010

Derre~ Turner
Divi5ion Administrator

Federal HighlNay Administration

Galtier Plaza

51. Paul, MN 55101-2904

RE: 2009 Minne$Ota Load Rating and Posting f'?CU$ Review
Dear Mr, Turner.

Please reference your December 21, 2009letler and transmil1a1 of

the FH'vVA B00ge

Load Rating and Posting Focus Revlew Report_

Endosed please find our fonnal responses to each of the opportunities fOt improvement
identified in the report. If you need further clarification on any of ~hese ilems, please
contact Tom Slyrtlicki of the MnIDOT Bridge OffICe at (651) 366-4507.
Thank ymJ for yOlA'" continued partnership with Mrvt>OT in implementing the NallooaJ

Bridge Inspection 13tandards.

Sincerely,

/!:(~
State Bridge Enginee[

Enclosures·

cc:

Thomas K. Sorel- Commissioner of Transportation
Michael Bames - Engineering Services Division Director
Tom StyrbiCki - State Bridge Construction and Maintenance Engineer
Bernard Jahn - Hennepin County Bridge Engineer
Glen Pagel- City of St. Paul Bridge Engineer
Shay BlJ'Tows - FHWA

Romeo Garcia - FHWA
ClYis- Cromwell- FI-M'A

An Equal OpportUf.ity Employer
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2009 FHWA Bridge lo;;Jd Riltlng ;lind Posting Focus Revlew I April 28·30, 2009
Minnesota Department of Transportation and local Agencies
Responses to Opportunities for Improvement·

FHWA Opportulty for Improvement in Bold Text
MrVDOT response in Italics

1. MnIOOT should cOf!siderexpanding guIdance concemlngload rating of bridge
decks and subslnJctures.
MnIDOrs LRFD Bridge Design Manual (sectiorr 15.1- General and sectbn 15.7Substroc:turo:;) offers guidance on when to perform deck 8Ild wbstrucflJre ratings. As
future upda!fJs are maw to Cflapfrtr 15, we will oonooer tJdding additional guidance on
deck and subsl1lJcture rating methods.

2. The guidance provided In Ctlapter 15 of the MnJOOT LRFD Bridge Design Manual
and the MnIOOT 8rldge Inspection Manual needs 10 be consistent (Some
Inconsistencies were poInted out during the revIew).
Appendix BOf/he MnlDOr Bridge lnspfJC/ion Manual a/ormes tile roles and
rasponsibilftie:s for Mdge rating per the NBIS requirements. It also gives general
guidanc~ to in~ors and Program Administrators with regard to bridge rating
processes and ptoC6dUfl3s. Chapter 15 of the LRFD Manual is intended to be a
technical reference for bridge rating ooginoors. WB'm Bware Ihat there is some overlBp
of subject matter between th9 two documents and we will lmSlJrttlhat consistent
guidam:e is g;ven When updates 10 these documents arB made in the upcvming year.

"3. Ttle Infonnation noted in· the 8 reports on load rating and posting provided by
FHWA, needs to be delivered to all bridge ownen; imd iI request made to reconcile
any changes where needed.
Given that the rejXUt~ provided hsve some inaxlsislencifJs and data eTrOfS, we \ViJl fim
IlHlm the rep0rt3 and evaluate eech reporl and correct the data emYS. FoUowtng this,
some of the reports WI} not irldude any brldges. MnIDOT wilt setee(l the remaining data

and send to /he bridge 0"1'1ef'S 11 Iisl of bridge.s flOOring /udherGOl'lsi1eration by March
15, 2010.
4. Bridge flies noed to be Updated to Inelude load rating summary sheets.
All trunk highway bridge fi16.s inClUde load rating summary sheets. Wa are currently
working on updating the culvert fifes to include load raling summary sheets. We will
continue

to encourage local bridge OWfJets during NBIS

audits and inspection seminars-

10 keep thairbridge fiJes complete. We 8rf! CUfte(Jt}y ffIora(ing OV9f" 550 JocaJ bridges

which presently have low operating ratings. Load rating summaI)' sheets will be
producocJ for these bridges and inr;Juded in the bridge files.
5. 1/3 to

r.

01 the load ratings appear to bo inconslstent'fls far as QC/QA is
concerned. Somo riltlngslndicated thilt a check of the rating was made by a
second person whereas some ratings do not appear to havo been checlled by a
second person. Although thesa ratings were performed prior to MnlDOT's policy
that. load ratings be checked by a separate Engineer, MnJDOT should ensure ttlat
the new polley is followed for all future load ratings.
We agree that ratings should be consistent with the QCIQA policy. All new bridge IoIJd
ratings follow thi3 policy. As bridges aTE! re-ra/9d. we wHl also follow the QClQA policy.

An EGuai O;:Jportun]y ~
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2009 FHWA Bridge load Rating and Posting Focus Review I April2S,30, 2009
Mlnne~ta Department of Transportation and Local Agencies
Responses to Opportunities for Improvement
.

6. Although "nIDOT is l;urrently making arrangtm'lents to add one more person to
the Load Rating unit to a$$ist in the rclting of bridges fot both State owned and
Ioc:ally owned bridges, MnlDOT may want to consider adding still additional
resources.
Th6 Mn/DOT Bridge Offlce has addea a third ratings engineer who is IMJtking on both
stoto and LtxaJ bridge ratings. We also continue to use consultants to complement our
in-houS(l staff wtlan needed:

7. Greater emphasis needs to be placed by MnIDOT on load flIting and posting
during annWlI NBIS compliance rel/lews of local agencies including specific
,.I/ft of files.
We prov;de a lis! 01 bridges that may need re-rnting dtJring NBIS CcmpliMce Renews
and we review Ioc8/ ttgency bridge flies dlling OlJrvisits. We also require local sgoncios
10 !lubmit load ratings that are missing from the M~T Bridge lnventOf)' and ask them
to consider ~tin9 bridges .... poor condition or bridges tWh load ratings /hot oro over
35 yu8ts old.
also recommend dUling NBIS reviews and insp8cIion seminars to f&rate bridges that have a change in rondition. Not withstanding these ctMTent efforts"
grwler 8f1¥)Ilasis Of! NBIS load rating and postk1g requirements will be p/acocl on future

we

f9Vie;ws.

8. A policy to address how shear rating.will be used in tho load fCIting program and .
when they will be used to enfOKe load posting sIlould be deveklped by MnIDOT.
Mn.DOT is cunenlly involved in a f8S6iJTCh project regarding shear in prestrossed
concrele be8f1lS. Upon /he completiOf! 01 this stUdy•. we wiI uS(] tho recommendations to
f&-ftVSlu8te our load rating procedures for shear. If is expected that /his Quiclancs will be
written into Chapter 15 of the LRFD Bridge Design Manual.
'
9. Letters should be sent Qut to all· owners to assure that all are aware of n_
guidan!=e prol/ided in Chapter 15 of the LRFD Bridge Design Milnual as well as
Appendix B of the Bridge Inspedion Manual.
We have used many (aums to educate aN District and Local bridge owners about the
aV8l1abie load roting guidance in the MnIDOT LRFD Bridge Design Manuatand the
Bridge /nsp6(;tion Manual. This includes the State-Aid newsJettflf, annual cerliflCEltion
lraining, NBIS compliance review visits, State Aid district maetings and County Engineer
conferencas. The Januaf}f 2010 Stale-Aid nawslelter wifl include an article on this very
topic and links to both the LRFD manua/and Appendix' B ofth& Bridge Inspection
Manual will be provided in tfJe article.
10. The name ofConsultOilnt c~mpany performing the 'load rating should be Included
In the load rating dOl;umenfs for possible future reference. As such the load
ratIngs forms may need to be adjusted to assure that this is so noted.
The load rating slJmmsry forms have been revised to include it field for Ihe name of the
Consultant Company. The naw forms are posted on the Bridge OffICe website and are
available to a/l Districts and Loco/agencies.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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2009 FHWA. Bridge Lo<ld R<rting and Porting F'ocus R~lew I Apr1l28-l0. 2009
Minnesota Depanment of Transportation and local Agencies
Respol)5es to Opponunities for Improve~nt

11. The process for perfonnlng QC/QA for load rating and posting which Is currently
In draft fonn should be finalized and fonnaUy referenced within Chilpter 15 of the
LRFD manual and Appendix B of the Bridge Inspettion m;llnU;III.
Tho Quality procadlJl'83 for load rating are currontJy described in two locations. General
guld8nce is given.i1 Chapter 15 of the LRFD Bridge Design Manu8/ and more ootai1ed
prooodura/ guidance is ef!lablished in the Bridge Inspection QA and QC Manual. The
Bridge Office
consolidate our Load Rating OC'QA ptOCedures rno a singa manual,
which wi/] formally dowment the load rating OC'QA program. A draIf of this manual WlJ
be completed by Ma«h f 5, 2010 and the final versJon completed by July 15, 2010.

wi'

12. A review of tlte process for load rating and posti"il needs t6 be made to assure
that the guld~ce shown in Chapter 15 of the MniDOT LRFD m,mual and Appendix
B of the MnIOOT Bridge Inspection Manual is being followed

V.-1!en our QClQA process is f~ developed and r1oaxnented. we wit coomer a'
periodic review eX the load rating and posting proc;8SS8$.. In /he meantime, we wi!
contklue to emphasize to Program Administratorn the importance of following MnIDOT
guidance with ntgard to load ratings and poslings.

13. Loc.ls are currently accepting load ratings perfonned by cOl)sultants at face value
i1nd while It Is not specially reqUired for the local i1gencies to validate the riltlngs
perfonned by consultants, the Icxal agencies may want to provide some validation
of some kind. Allhe minimum, the local agencies should verify tNt the ratings
were performed by an engineer, checked by a second engineer, and signed by a
reglstored professional engineer.
We can encourage Ioc8I agencies to vafidate ",st lheirCMsu/fant ratings have been
performed and checked according 10 our QCIQA requirements.
14. MnIDOT should continue to have dialogue on a~vance w.ming signs for load

posting signs with local agencies durIng annual NBIS revlows; and In other
venuesc.
'
We wil/ ronlinuelo discuss this topic with Jccsl agencies and make them aware of lho
available guidance in the MUTCD and other resources.

15. The load rating forms for rating of culverts should have a signature block for the
Engineer performing ttleload rating as all load ratings are required to be
perfonned by a Registered Prof.essional Englnaer,
Cutverts Ihat era in "good" cOndition are rated bas9d on Iheir type, per the guidance
g;VfJn
the LRFD Manual. The nam8 and We of the person perfOrming the rating is
includod on the rating form. Culverts wl1h an NBI condition rating of 4 or less are raled
by a Physica/lnspection Rating which is signed by a registered profossional engiooer.

in

la. Lcxal agencies need to evaluate all bridges to take into account the specialized
hauling vehicles (SHVs) and re·rate those bridges where such vehicles are In
operation.
.
We have done a preliminary screening to identify /hose local bridges t/lat ere susceptible
to the SHV, We aro currently administering tour consuttant contracts to r&-rate those
~es thet wera identified in //le SCf8,ening.

An EQual OplXlrtur'llTy Empbyer
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r3 'to~:Icr1
Fe$lcl HighwClY
Ad minisiratk:ln

Thomas

1(.

Sorci

Commis.:siQm:r of TrllIlt>VOrtllti on
Dcpartmc.ot of TnllLSportalion
MS 100, 'transponation Building
SL Paul, M.illocsQta 5.5 155

Febmary23,2010

I ,..oMIN '\SS"r. "

Lro!>S

ii~ltlJwlY

Re: 2009 Annual National Dridg~ lnspection Standards (NBIS) Review
Dear Mr Sorel:

Enclosed for)'OW" review and funbcr action., is a report addressing lite 2009 statewide safety
inspection of bridges in }'1lnnesota. The purpose of the !CViC'.\" was to determine sun-ewide
compliance with the National Bridgc Inspeetiou Standards (1\"818).
Overall, the Minnesota Department ofTmnsportation (MnfD01) is COO$idered to Ix: in
substantial compliance with the tonUS requirements.
Notwithstanding substantial compliance with the NBlS regulations, the followUlg sdectet:l
IeC()mmendarions for improvements to the progrmn are being highlighted for your general
mlt..'Test and/or C(lllsidcTalwm:

I"

As part 9fthe Ol'erflll 4lnnual NBIS n.ie..., a '"Bridge Loai Rating Qni Posting
Focused Reviel<''' for Mnlf)OT ami Local Agi!ndes, .."as performed in April oj
2009. The purpo~"e flfthu !fJcused rlnTel<' was to e~iuate .MnlDOT's and selected
locll1 agem:ieJi' policit!!i, proudures and $UUldard Opi!rDti"gpractices in the IITea QI
load ratings wuJ posrilfgsjor high,.ay bn"tlgulO fulfiU the rt!fuirements oflhe
}'tilltionlll Bridge lr.spedum Stunlblrds (l'o'BlS). A leller alldfinal N!J)(lrl were ~1U
to A1nIDOT on Dece",be., 21, 1009, rtquesti1fg a fo",wl re!J,ptmse to each o/flu
opporluniiksJor ;mprOl"ement noted in the rCPQTI including tlCtiflns pla"ned along
with antU:ipauJ timeHnes to oddren each olth~ opJfflTlunitit5. We Tl!t:ei)'erJ a
kttn frOJII DIU) Dorgan, MnlDOT Sta~ Bridge Engineer, dwed January 25, ZOIO,
...YtIt 41 fo,mal responsL to each ofthe opporlunmnfo,. impr_",entli$ud ill the
rt!fJOTt. We art Stlttifid ...ith the responses pr010Ukd byMr. DDrgan.

1. BlJSt!d on a preliminary cunory fJ'PC '"Scour Plan ofAdwn (POA) Trnpkml!tJtation
Review" Qlang "it}' some olthe NB1S fevi4lws ofJocaillge"des, it appears milt
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Minnesota Department of Transportation

395 John Ireland BDulevord
Saint Paul, MN 55155
June 14, 2010
Derrel! Turner
Division Administrator
Federal Highway Administration
Galtier Plaza

Sl Paul. MN 55101-2904
RE: 2009 Minnesota National Bridge InspectJon Standards (NBIS) Program Review

!

f

Dear Mr. Turner.

Please reference your February 23, 2010 letter to Commissioner Sorel and transmittal of the
FHWA 2009 NBIS Program Review Summary Report.

The FHWA recommended Ihat MnlDOT's Hydraulics Unit work more c10seiy with the local

agencies in efforts to develop complete Soour Action Plans, infonn them of the required
documenl~tion that should

be provided in their Scour Action Plans, and provide guidam::e to

assist them in this effort It was also recommended that the MnlDOT Bridge Inspection Unit r1ace
additional emphasis on the review of Scour Action Plans during their quality aSSUr'dnce reviews of
local agency bridge owners.
Enclosed please find our formal response to these recommended program improvements. If you
need further clarification on any of these items, pleas€!: contact Tom $1Yrbicki of the MnJDOT
Bridge Office 8t(651) 366-4507.
Thank you for your continued partnership with MnJDOT in implementing the National Blidye

Inspection Standards.

Sincerely,

O~ '72. 1J:J/J

Duane R. Hill
State Bridge Engineer
Enclosures

cc:

Thoma.c:; K Sorel- Commissioner of Transportation
Michael Barnes - Engineering Services Division Director
Tom Styrb·cki - State Bridge Constructton and Maintenance Engineer
Romeo Garcia - FHWA

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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2009 FHWA NBIS Program Review for Mn!DOT
Responses to Opportunities. for Improvement

Mn/DOT has worked closely with local agencies to assist them in developing complete scour
plans of action (POA). We will continue to provide technical resources, expert assistance
and formal training on tbis tepic through the combined efforts of our Bridge Hydraulics Unit,
Bridge State Aid Unit, and Bridge Inspections Unit. A summary if these ongoing efforts is
. listed below;

Bridge Hvdraulics Unit
. Detailed technical information regarding bridge scouris made available to all bridge owners
on Mn/OOT's public website at www.dot.state.mn.uslbridge/hvdraulics/hVdraulics/scour.
The Bridge Hydraulics Unit maintains this data source, providing scour POA templates,
scour evaluation procedures, contact information for technical assistance, and training
materials.

The Unit offers direct assistance to local agencies, working with bridge owners to review
their POAs and provide guidance on the appropriate content and required documentation.
Many counties and cities have taken advantage of this service in recent years.

The Unit also conducts formal training sessions. Each of the four Bridge Safety Workshops
(Spring 2010) included an hour-long session on scour POA implementation led by the
Hydraulics Unit. Additionafly, the Unit offered four full-day training sessions on Bridge Scour
Monitoring at various locations around the state (March 2010). Each of these training
sessions provided an opportunity to re-emphasize the Importance of complete scour POAs.

State Aid Bridge Unit
The State Aid Bridge Unit provides a variety offorums to educate local agency bridge
owners about their responsibilities as NBIS Program Administrators. They maintain a bridge
resource webpage, publish a biannual news letter, conduct county bridge engineer meetings
twice a year, and participate in annual conferences with local agency engineers. The
Hydraulics Unit frequently uses these communication avenues to transmit information about
scour POA preparation to the local agencies and to inform them about the resources that are
available.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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